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Abstract
The various subtypes of temporomandibular disorders and different imaging exams available for diagnosis and
indication influence the choice of the most appropriate examination front of clinical symptoms of the patient. This
review aims to provide an indication of imaging tests for the diagnosis of pathological changes of the
temporomandibular joint, discussing its accuracy and criteria for the prescription. The indication is considered
appropriate when based on safety and clinical relevance of the examination requested. This sets the correct
diagnosis and influences on the most appropriate treatment plan. We proposed that each of the imaging tests has its
own sensitivity and specificity to subtypes and different manifestations of temporomandibular joint disorders.

Keywords: Temporomandibular joint disorders; Diagnostic
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Introduction
The Temporomandibular Joint (TMJ) is the most used in the
human body and is able to simultaneously move bilaterally by one jaw
bone [1-3]. The components of TMJ-the condyle, glenoid fossa and
articular tubercle, articular disc, retrodiscal tissue, synovial membrane
and joint capsule [1,2]-often undergo remodeling processes and
physiologic adaptation [3]. However, the Temporomandibular
Disorder (TMD) is commonly observed with structural changes and
functional derangements of the TMJ [4,5], stomatognathic own and
adjacent structures such as chewing muscles, ligaments, teeth and
periodontal tissue [4,5]. TMD patients complain of local or diffuse
painful manifestations [6], committed by joint and / or muscle
symptoms. The range of clinical signs and symptoms are wide and
often diagnostic confirmation by different imaging tests available is
required [6-11].
This review aims to present the main techniques of diagnostic
imaging of the TMJ and stomatognathic structures. Discuss its
indications, based on its accuracy, advantages and disadvantages.

Articular TMD Etiology, Classification and Diagnosis
The etiology of articular TMD is not fully understood [9,11] and its
risk factors are about trauma, parafunctional habits, postural
condition, occlusal microtrauma, systemic predisposition, sleep
disorders, psychosocial deleterious change [9-16].
For didactic purposes, the American Academy of Orofacial Pain
(AAOP) classified the DTM into two major groups: muscle and
articular [12]. The articular TMD affects about 30% of the population
as asymptomatic mode, in the form of joint internal derangement,
comprising disk displacements and structural changes due to
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osteoarthritis and osteoarthrosis [4,13,14]. The Table 1 shows the
diagnostic subtypes of articular TMD.
Congenital
disorders

or

developmental Aplasia
Hypoplasia
Hyperplasia
Dysplasia

Acquired disorders

Neoplasms

Disorders disc derangement

Disc displacement with reduction
Disc displacement without reduction

TMJ dislocations (dislocations)
Inflammatory disorders

Synovitis / capsulitis
Polyarthritis

Noninflammatory disorders

Primary osteoarthritis
Secondary osteoarthritis

Anchylosis
Fracture (condyle)

Table 1: Classification diagnostic proposed by AAOP
The evaluation of clinical history and physical examination show
the diagnosis of articular TMD [9,11,17]. Nevertheless, methods of
diagnostic imaging of the TMJ measure the degree of integrity of its
components, the functional relationship between they confirm the
extent or stage of progression of the disease known, evaluating and
documenting treatment effects already set [11,12,18], needed for
evaluation in cases of trauma, occlusal changes, limited mouth
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opening, presence of joint noises, systemic joint diseases, infection and
failure of conservative treatment [16].

Diagnostic Imaging
Radiographic methods of ATM assess the morphological
characteristics of the osseous components of the joint, adjacent
structures and the mouth opening function , however, are inefficient
for viewing soft tissue [2,17,19]. The anatomical location and the
technical limitations of radiographic techniques determine the
difficulty of clear viewing and no overlap TMJ [19,20]. Therefore, one
must consider the need of identifying details, the clinical
manifestation, the number of symptomatic information for the
diagnosis, the low-cost of these tests and their lower radiation dose
compared to Computed Tomography (CT) [5,17]. The radiographic
techniques used for diagnosis of TMD are: panoramic, transcranial
and planigraphy [2,5,16,18] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Radiograph exams. a: panoramic exam with emphasis on
cortical integrity of the mandible heads, several missing teeth, root
fragments and remnants periapical cyst; b: hypoplasia of the
mandible heads and horizontal impact of tooth 38; c: planigraphy
exam shows elongation of styloid process, planing and osteophytes
of the right mandible head; d: trasncranial exam shows joint spaces
and movement of the condyle slightly beyond normal limits.
The Panoramic radiographs favoring an overview of the jaws, so
they are useful in the differential diagnosis of odontogenic changes
[16,21]. It shows asymmetries, erosions, osteophytes, fractures,
changes in size and shape, and degenerative metabolic evidence,
growth changes, jaw tumors, metastases and ankylosis, especially when
advanced [2,16,18,19]. The overlap of the images of the skull base and
the zygomatic arch are their main limitation [5,17,19,21] (Figure 1a
and 1b).
The planigraphy is also called panoramic specific programs for
ATM and has considerable accuracy, with minimum overlap. In
addition to the joint structures, it allows the contour evaluation of
surrounding the TMJ structures as styloid process, mastoid process
and zygomatic arch [5,18,22,23]. Provides a direct comparison of both
sides as excursion of the condyle, which is useful in confirming the
clinical suspicion of hypermobility [2,5]. Presents certain
magnification cause of the technique, but it is useful for functional
evaluation of mouth opening, evaluation of morphological change and
joint spaces, dimension analysis, fractures and ankylosis [5] (Figure
1c).
The transcranial radiographs favor a good anatomical evaluation of
the condyle, fossa and articular tubercle [2,17,20]. The x-ray is oblique
through the skull to the contra lateral TMJ, aiming to decrease overlap
by a sagittal view [20]. Useful for identifying bone abnormalities,
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visualization of displaced fractures of the neck and head of the
mandible, tour and determination of radiographic joint space
[5,17,20]. Some overlap and beyond the need to use complex
positioning cephalostat are limitation of this projection [2,16,17,20]
(Figure 1d).
Other radiographic techniques combined assess different planes
and determine the fractures extent, degenerative joint disease,
postoperative conditions, ankylosis and cancer [5]. Moreover, it
promotes the anatomic relationships of the lesion adjacent areas with
more diagnostic accuracy, surgical planning and promoting more
efficient therapeutic [18]. Submental (or submentvertice),
transfaringeana, transmaxillary reverse towne, anteroposterior and
lateral radiograph are the main used [5,16,18]. The use of combined
radiographic images has become less common due to increasing use
and availability of CT [16,18].
A computed tomography of the TMJ joint is a set of highly accurate
images that use ionizing radiation X-controlled and processed by
computer systems emission [4]. Maxillofacial dental diagnosis is
usually made by cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) [5,24]. Its
main advantage is the observation of the articular bone structures in
planes: sagittal, coronal and axial [2,24], beyond the possible
manipulation of images at different depths and three-dimensional
reconstruction [17,24,25].
The main indications of CBCT include structural evaluation of
osseous components of the TMJ, when it shows fractures, neoplasm,
ankylosis, erosive degenerative changes, pseudo cystic, osteophytic
asymptomatic bone remodeling, condylar hyperplasias, coronoid and
styloid processes, persistent foramen Huschke, and synovial
chondromatosis or metabolic arthritis. It also includes the assessment
of pre and post-surgical conditions [4,17,18,22,25-27].
In this technique no bone overlaps and gets a great minimizing
noise and artifacts [2,21,28]. However, the soft tissue and disc are not
displayed retrodiscal [5,28]. Cost and radiation exposure are greater
than conventional radiographic techniques [2,17,18,21].
Figure 2 shows morphological changes in the articular bone
components diagnosed by the CBCT technique.

Figure 2: CT exam of different TMJ in parasagittal sections (a),
coronal (b, c) and three dimensional reconstruction(d). a: the
presence of osteophytes and reactive bone sclerosis in the condyle;
b: presence of planing and osteophytes; c: cortical erosion; d:
condyle movement beyond the physiological limits.
Pathological processes involving the TMJ soft tissue are better
visualized by Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [4,29-33]. The high
diagnostic accuracy promote articular disc evaluation, ligaments,
retrodiscal tissues, synovial content, chewing muscle adjacent besides
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the cortical and medullar integrity of bone components [2,5,18,28]. By
using computational mechanisms, the technique allows threedimensional analysis in the axial, coronal and sagittal planes, such as
computed tomography. It is considered the gold standard for the disc
place assessment and moderately sensitive to degenerative changes
intrarticular [5,29,33].
The persistent symptoms of joint pain or preauricular after
conservative treatment and clicks remains, crackles, functional
changes during mouth opening, subluxations and dislocations
frequent, limited mouth opening movement with end stiffness,
suspicion of neoplasic processes, osteoarthritic symptoms or
asymptomatic osteoarthritis determine the MRI indication
[2,4,16,18,22,27]. Often, the MRI records the usual maximum
intercuspidal position, maximum mouth opening and intermediate
opening positions in T1-weighted, T2 and proton density (PD), in the
sagittal and coronal planes [18]. At T1 weighting is possible to get an
improved anatomical detail; while PD shows injuries and disc changes
[33]. T2-weighted images record the intrarticular inflammation,
characterized by joint effusion and bone marrow edema [4,5,33].
Its main advantages include: detection of changes in soft tissue,
necrosis, edema, is a noninvasive procedure and does not offer
exposure to ionizing radiation [4,5,18,19,33]. Its disadvantages are the
high cost, need for sophisticated systems, be contraindicated for
patients with poor adherence, claustrophobic, patients with
pacemakers, metal heart valves, ferromagnetic foreign bodies and
pregnant women [17,18,29]. Figure 3 shows morphological changes of
the articular disc and bone structures diagnosed by MRI.

first study of internal TMJ dysfunction [18,29,30], especially in
patients contraindicated for MRI [17]. Moreover, it is more affordable,
promotes real-time without the use ionizing radiation and is faster and
more comfortable exam [7,29-31].
The US is commonly used in the differential diagnosis of glandular
changes and adjacent structures such as TMJ and masseter [32]. It
clarifies the symptoms between sialadenitis, sialolithiasis, Eagle’s
syndrome, TMD, myofascial pain, nerve pain syndrome and orofacial
pain [25]. Another indication of the US examination is the correct
place of the joint spaces for infiltrative therapies as arthrocentesis and
viscosupplementation. It provides dynamically and in real-time, the
correct site of the articular components, as the joint spaces assessment
at post adequate washing and lubrication [34].
The nuclear medicine examinations deal with the diagnosis by
detecting specific pharmacological concentrations of radioactive
substances, which determine changes in metabolic bone activity
expressed by images [35]. Bone scintigraphy has requested for defining
regions of neoplasia, metabolic disorders, bone growth, synovitis and
osteoarthritis [17,18,35,36,37]. It is a test with considerable sensitivity,
lower aggressive, high organ specificity, using low levels of radiation
[38]. Have some advantages over x-rays, CT and conventional MRI,
cause it provide metabolism and inflammation estimation [35-37]. It
can perform early diagnosis and provide more affordable cost than CT
and MRI [37]. However, it does not differentiate scar bone
abnormalities, infections and tumors or osteoarthritic manifestations
[18].
The positron emission tomography (PET) is usually indicated for
evaluation and staging of metastatic tumours. It is able to show precise
morphological and functional metabolic information [22,38]. Its main
advantages are images in three dimensions, ease of anatomical
visualization, significantly reducing the time required for diagnosis
and treatment [18]. Currently, there is the use of SPECT/CT
examination with 99m Tc-MDP (Single Photon Emission Computed
Tomography with Technetium-Metilenodisfosfonato99m) [35]. This
technology allows multiplanar imaging acquisition, and 3D
visualization. The 99mTc radiopharmaceutical is able to show
osteometabolic local rate, while the tomographic technique shows the
mapping of disease [35,37]. As in PET, a single image displays the
anatomical and functional data. Its highly sensitive and specific are the
greatest advantage [35,38]. The nuclear medicine examinations differ
by radiopharmaceuticals / radioisotopes, capture form, radiation dose,
sensitivity and results presentation [18].

Prescription Imaging for the Diagnosis of Articular TMD
Figure 3: MRI exams show anterior displacement of disc with
reduction (a, b, c, d) and without reduction (e, f). The arrows
indicate the position of the articular disc in closed mouth (a, c, e)
and open mouth (b, d, f). An osteophyte is present in the condyle in
e and f.
The use of ultrasound examination (US), mainly as high-resolution
imaging instruments are a useful option to the disc place evaluation
[7,29]. Though present considerable diagnostic sensitivity, specificity
has insufficient for identification of osteoarthritis [30]. However, the
method is able to identify the effusion in patients with this
inflammatory condition associated with pain, demonstrated by MRI
examination [29,31]. Even with limitations, it is a useful option for the
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The correct indication of an imaging exam should to base on the
own need of the patient, his clinical symptoms and complaints
investigated, obtained during history taking and physical examination
[18,39,40]. The basic principle of further examination indication says
that only when the clinical evaluation is not enough for making the
diagnosis and treatment plan guides the professional as to control
unnecessary requests [24]. One of the flaws in the drafting of diagnosis
and treatment planning process occurs by misguided or unnecessary
indication of diagnostic exams for purposes that are not intended. This
fact occurs due to lack of knowledge by professionals in the directions
of the applicable exams [39]. To conservative or non-surgical joint
treatment, one should consider the risk of damage and the safety of
diagnostic techniques [18]. Conventional radiographs and CT scans
are dangerous due to absorption of radiation by these techniques
[18,39].
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The need diagnostic imaging, or the staging of the disease, or when
the exam is essential for treatment plan determine the use of higher
doses radiation technical. The metabolic changes to growth and
metastasis define the nuclear medicine examinations use due its
complex diagnosis and treatment [35-39]. However, still need
confirmation of the nature of growth through specific tests such as
histopathology or immunohistochemistry [18]. For the articular TMD,
physical exams palpation, measurement of movement, functional
testing and evaluation of joint sounds are instruments of great
diagnostic validity when performed by trained and calibrated
professional [9]. However, the overlap of muscle and joint symptoms
may interfere with diagnostic characterization as both manifest
functional impairment. In this and in cases of non-specific symptoms
(inflammation, cancer, and trauma), additional imaging exams are
essential to clarify the diagnosis and definition of right therapy [4,9].

Imaging exams, from simple to more complexes, have different
degrees of sensitivity and specificity, properties that confer their
diagnostic power [41]. MRI and CT are methods with higher accuracy
compared with conventional radiology, because of the higher
resolution anatomical they provide. CT is gold standard for bony
structures evaluation and the method of choice for the trauma face,
whereas MRI is considered to study soft tissue [2,4,19,29,39]. The two
methods often complement the study of changes in TMJ, constitute
important tools for muscle and joint differential diagnosis [4]. Though
the MRI is able to diagnose all bone changes of TMJ, TC is more
accurate to these hard structures [28]. Recent Searches
[7,8,29-31,34,40] recommend us as a safe diagnostic technique, noninvasive and considerable accuracy for the positioning of the articular
disc, especially for patients contraindicated to MRI examination or
underwent interventions real-time, as viscosupplementation.

Disorders

Sign Researched

Main exams indicated

Aplasia

no structure

CT, Radiographics Exams

Hypoplasia

size reduction

CT, Radiographics Exams

Hyperplasia

dimensional increase

CT, Radiographics Exams

Dysplasia

structural change

Nuclear Medicine, CT, Radiographics Exams

Neoplasm

formation / bone destruction

Nuclear Medicine, CT, MRI

growth of the soft tissue

Nuclear Medicine, MRI, US

metastasis

Nuclear Medicine

disc recapture

MRI, US

no disc recapture

MRI, US

open lock

Clinical Diagnosis, Radiographics Exams, CT

Synovitis / capsulitis

effusion, inflammation, pain

MRI, US

Polyarthritis

Polyarticular cortical remodeling

CT, MRI, Radiographics Exams

Primary osteoarthritis

uni / bilateral cortical alteration, remodeling

CT, MRI, Radiographics Exams

Anchylosis

bone formation, compromised movement

CT, Radiographics Exams, MRI

Fracture (condyle)

asymmetry, the fracture

CT, Radiographics Exams

Congenital or developmental disorders

Acquired disorders

Disorders disc derangement

displacement
with reduction
displacement
without reduction

TMJ dislocations (dislocations)
Inflammatory disorders

Non inflammatory disorders

Secondary
osteoarthritis

Table 2: Indication of imaging exams for the articular TMD diagnosis. CT: Computed Tomography; MRI: Magnetic Resonance Image; US:
Ultrasound
However, radiographs may show high diagnostic accuracy,
especially when associated with clinical symptomatology data [21]. An
example is the case of radiographic records of the condyle hyper
excursive movement patients with clinical presentation of joint clicks
terminal, determining the diagnosis of hypermobility joint, evident by
a simple image as transcranial or planigraphy [5]. This example shows
the image is very sensitive, whereas clinical data confer specificity,
ruling out other diagnostic possibilities. Similarly, morphological
alterations of the styloid, coronoid and condylar process are evaluated
with high diagnostic accuracy by radiographs low-cost and complexity
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of implementation, as planigraphy and panoramic [23,39], even
though the TC indicated as the gold standard for evaluation these
changes [4].
The decision on the choice of the exam should consider its
influence on the diagnostic and therapeutic proposition. The
professional should to assess If the clinical indication is a conservative
therapy can control symptoms in the short-term [2,18]. At the most,
when conservative therapy is faulty and there is invasive therapeutic
indication, the professional should choose highly sensitive diagnostics.
Elaborate treatment plans also require accurate and complete images
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[39,41]. For suspected fractures, for example, CT is able to diagnose its
occurrence, providing exact location and sizing, determining the
appropriate surgical rehabilitative therapy [4]. Such reasoning is the
same to tumor changes evaluation [42]. A study that compared the
accuracy of imaging for detection of bone tumors revealed that
diagnostic nuclear medicine examinations has greater sensitivity and
specificity than CT scans, MRI and radiographic [35,37-39,42].
Table 2 gathers and sorts the information in different examination
techniques for the TMJ images, based on their indications, risks and
diagnostic power.

Conclusion

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

The factors evaluated during indication of TMJ imaging tests
involve: the necessity of determining the disease and its prognosis on
clinical information available; doubt for the differential diagnosis of
TMD; the development stage of the disease; the preoperative
preparation; treatment assessment; safety and accuracy of the exam.

14.

The different exams have specific indications for the diagnosis of
articular TMD:

15.

Radiographic examinations have lower cost and lower radiation
dose and lower sensitivity. They diagnostic less complex assessments
and first differential diagnosis between TMD and inflammatory dental
and jaw conditions.
CT scans are sensitive and specific for the morphological,
degenerative and articular fractures bone changes. CBCT is the gold
standard for reviews of maxillofacial hard tissue.
Inflammatory changes, articular disc place and other soft tissue
structures are clearly visualized and evaluated by MRI examination. It
can also be assessed by US examination, which is also indicated for the
differential diagnosis between TMD and painful conditions of major
salivary glands. It is useful to pre and post-assessment of therapies for
infiltration, as viscosupplementation and arthrocentesis.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Nuclear medicine examinations are primarily indicated for
evaluation of metabolic change, growth, and tumor metastasis.
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